Improved method of preparation of supported planar lipid bilayers as artificial membranes for antigen presentation.
T cell activation is the result of direct cell-cell contact between T cells and antigen presenting cells (APCs), and of interactions between membrane-bound ligands and receptors at the contact interface, the "immunological synapse." Model APCs based upon supported fluid lipid bilayers have been used to dissect these complex molecular interactions and to facilitate real-time microscopic observations. Nearly all studies have used liposome fusion-based methods to make supported bilayers, and the biophysical properties of these membranes were not characterized in detail. Here, using both Langmuir-Blodgett and liposome fusion techniques, we explored five different methods of lipid bilayer preparation on glass, mica, or dextran cushion substrates and characterized the stability, homogeneity, and fluidity of the bilayers with fluorescence microscopy and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). Most combinations of techniques and substrates led to unsatisfactory results, notably, a lack of homogeneity for liposome fusion on glass, low stability of bilayers on mica, and loss of fluidity of dextran-cushioned bilayers in solutions containing protein. To overcome these deficits, we developed a technique that combines liposome fusion on glass and thermally enhanced bilayer expansion. The newly expanded pristine bilayer showed high degrees of stability, homogeneity, and fluidity. MHC and ICAM-1 molecules anchored on the bilayer diffused freely and stimulated T cell calcium flux and adhesion, respectively.